
CONCRETE SEAT 02.451 ZANO STREET FURNITURE

OPTIONS

Methods of installation
free-standing

DESCRIPTION

Seat made of decorative concrete represents a classic
design that will blend in any space. This particular seat is
made of a high strength decorative concrete (it is about 3
times stronger than concrete that is used to build bridges.
Possible choice of 4 colors according to the pattern color.
Furthermore, there is a possibility to paint the cube in any
color with low opacity paints, which means that the paint
won’t interference with the color of concrete while
maintaining its texture and structure. Concrete seating
cube is covered with special substance which reduces the
chances of discolouration, while the mixture is self-
cleaning it means that under the influence of rain and sun
it partially gets rid of stains and dirt from its surface.
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CONCRETE SEAT 02.451 ZANO STREET FURNITURE

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA

Weight
- 165 kg

Materials
- architectural concrete

Dimensions
- width: 39 cm
- length: 39 cm
- height: 45 cm

ZANO

In accordance with the Polish Law on Copyright and Related Rights of 04.02.1994
(Offcial Journal of Laws No. 24, item 83, corrected: Journal of Laws No. 43, item 170)
and in accordance with the EU copyright legislation including all EU directives and
regulations on copyright , Zano Mirosław Zarotynski Company, reserves the copyright
of drawings, descriptions, 3D models, renderings, graphics, content contained in offers,
attachments to offers and all other documents. Its content is the intellectual property
of ZANO Miroslaw Zarotinski company. The use of author's ideas, solutions, copying,
distribution of photos, graphics or fragments of graphics, descriptive texts, for profit,
without the permission of the author - ZANO Mirosław Zarotynski company - is
prohibited and constitutes a copyright infringement and is punishable.
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